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With a backdrop of domestic life, in which each household will not always go smoothly, that there must be a conflict and problems that always arise in domestic life, in a case like this there are able to finish well and there that led to the Court and there was a divorce, but have also reached the Court but not to divorce but able to be reconciled. Things in such a place in the Village district Plandi Wonosari Kab. Poor who will be the object of our research.

While this study aims to: 1) to determine the cause of the divorce filing by married couples divorce in the village failed Plandi Kec.Wonosari Kab. Malang 2). To find out how the process of changing these couples thought to fail the divorce, 3). To know couples who become harmonious and inharmonious after failing to get divorced.

These researchers using qualitative methods, types of empirical-sociological research, and by collecting the data needed to conduct interviews, observation and documentation.

The result showed that the cause of the filing of divorce from third husband and wife is the wife's infidelity by her husband likes to gamble, so forget the responsibility towards his family, and her husband liked to drink-liquor so forget obligations towards his family. While the process of change in thinking so revoke the divorce filing was caused by the religious court mediation and consultation undertaken Mudin couple husband and wife to the village, so exact change is that there are thoughts that after receiving advice from Judge Mudin PA and advice it on the first hearing and trial Their second membatalkanya, and some from the first trial immediately withdraw the claim. Then, after experiencing the failure of a divorce, the three couples that nothing can go through life with a harmonious household, this caused the couple really want to change the pattern of previous lives. Then there are still far from harmonious as it is still a dispute in his home life is caused tangganya.hal still less conscious of the purpose of marriage and lack of understanding the rights and obligations of husband and wife.